
 

 

【Full text of 48th UNHRC Side Meeting Speech】 

Good morning everyone, thank you for joining today’s meeting. I’m Nixie Lam, local politician in 

HK and election committee member representing the newly added youth sector. I know some of 

you may heard about some doubts and criticism on whether the election committee, after the 

revamp, is widely representable. This time round, we have not only increased members from 1200 

to 1500 but added numerous of sectors that covers, new businesses, professionals, grassroot 

communities, women and youth.  

 

The committee is formed base by their social functions and their historical roles and connections 

in the city. Taken the Associations of Chinese fellow townsman subsector. The HK Federation of 

Fujian Associations has been serving over a million HK people of Fujianese origin, and that is 1/7 

of the HK population; the New Territories Association of Societies, is a group of organizations with 

years of experiences on public services, targeting to over half of HK’s populations in town. And 

these are only two of the subsector representatives out of the 1500. Taking us out of Hong Kong, 

to the United States, If you had no doubt whether the Electoral College is representable, then I beg 

your pardon, You have No Rights to criticize our system.  

 

Opposition seatings are never guaranteed in any political playbook and there is definitely No Room 

for traitors to any system. Our city has been torned in 2019 by foreign funded violence rioters to 

strike a color revolution in town, aiming to destroy the homes of over 7 millions Hong Kong people. 

The reason why we are all here today at the United Nations Human Rights Council, is that we 

believed by having fair shares of communication across nation, We can then find ways to 

compromise and come together on our differences. The global situation has been going downhill 

with political trade bullies and provocative military projects, I can’t help to ask: Are we still going 

to tangle ourselves with the “You have to follow my kinda rules or I will destroy you by all means” 

mentality? Or it is about time to respect each other’s Culture, History and Norms?  

 

When we are two years into this epidemic with no visible end due to a lack of nationwide 

cooperation. Are we looking for War? Or are we looking for Peace. I urge politicians and world 

leaders to stop creating conflicts and get hands on to lead your country out of the challenges. I felt 

utterly disgusted when foreign politicians told our youngsters they will “Stand” with them and they 

should fight their own government and hate their own culture, because Hong Kong is no longer 

suitable to live in and our system is not trustworthy. But on the other hand, the very county’s 

Chamber of commerce in HK spends over 11 million US Dollar to a permanent office premises, Isn’t 



 

 

it rather irony? 

 

In 2019, I had various interviews on foreign media outlets like the BBC an CNN etc, videos and news 

links were easily searchable simply by my name or in conjunction of the names of the media 

agencies. But unfortunately, these links were all gone, videos, radio records, news piece and even 

my sharing as a foreign student embracing Australian education that has been online for over 10 

years. Wipe out, in a blink just like that. So what kind of suppression is this? When you emphasis 

on embracing Democracy, cherishing Freedom of Speech and protecting Human rights. Who’s 

democracy are you defending? Who’s Freedom of speech are you referring to? And What exactly 

are your kinda fancy Human Right look like? 

 

No! I will not stop Speaking out the Truth! And your suppression will not take me down! As a young 

representative of Hong Kong Chinese, I will not bend down and will fight on to all these non-sense 

to protect our city. Watch out! And we will prove to you what dignity looks like and we shall never, 

ever give it away like the “Prime Minister Down Under”. This is my country, my city, and it is our 

duty to protect, so take your dirty hands off my city! 

 

-THE END- 
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